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After reading the source about the events of technology we feel that 
technology does reflect society and shape it. We feel like this is true because 
most of the things we do are done with technology such as texting, calling, 

taking pictures, and taking videos. All are done with technology. We also feel 
like technology can improve our lives because most of the things we try to do 
manually are easier with technology. These things may include doing school 
work, reading, writing, sending letters, and researching. Therefore, this is the 

way we feel about technology and how it affects society.

Queen Elizabeth II hits the “send button” on her 
first email. I feel asthogh this had a big influence 
in that time period many didnt have other ways 
to contact and internet became a thing about 2 

years before this. 

1974

In the source it states "Two computers at MIT Lincoln Lab 
communicate with one another using packet-switching 

technology." This stands out to me because this an 
example of the evolution of device to device 

communication. - Jamil Myers

 
"

YOUR PARAGRAPH TEXT

"The Google search engine is born, changing the way users
engage with the internet." In the text they mention how it
changes the way users engage with the internet, Google

became a way to get answers to questions you didnt know
the answers too along with google you had other features like

gmail google was a huge hit for the internet as a whole  

It states in the source that in 1983 The Domain Name 
System (DNS) establishes the familiar .edu, .gov, 
.com, .mil, .org, .net, and .int system for naming 

websites. This stands out to me because this is when 
the the website system got easier to browse 

through.- Jamil Myers

Based off the information in the source in 2005 
YouTube.com launches. The social news site 
Reddit is also founded. This stands out to me 

because this is the year two of some of the 
most popular websites were created. - Jamil
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